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About This Game

WARNING!
Save data from the base game is not compatible with the DLC.

Some events will not trigger and there might be errors or crashes,
make sure you don't load incompatible saves.

Story
Searching for the demon beast that branded her,

the hunter girl, Azel, reaches that place.
The frontline of the battle between humans and monsters.
The remote land which some call the harbor of disasters,

Niplheim...

Average time to 100% clear the game
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5-7 hours.If you skip scenes and
don't read any text then2-4 hoursor so.

Features
Beautiful illustrations and pixel art.
Hilarious dialog between characters.

Custom-made side view battle system.
Symbol encounters, no random encounters.

Material gathering and crafting.
Text skip and event skip functions.

Two endings.

Equipment Crafting & Dress Up Outfit System
You can create armors and improve weapons
by collecting materials from demon beasts.

All of the armors have illustrations,
movement & battle pixel art,

and there's more than 10 armors you can get.

You can also equip armors in a Costume slot,
so you can wear and see your favorite armor

while having another armor equipped.

Controls
The game can only be played with a keyboard or a controller.

Mouse is not supported.
[Z] = Accept, Hold for Fast Battles

[X] = Cancel, Menu
[Ctrl] = Skip Text

[Shift] = Auto Text Mode, [X] to stop
[Q]= Hide Dialog
[W] = Text Log

Note
The game was created by Black Train in collaboration with Sugar Star.

The game is made in Wolf RPG Editor.

All characters are over the age of 18.
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Title: Niplheim's Hunter - Branded Azel
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Black Train
Publisher:
HappyHand
Release Date: 6 Jan, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10/8/7/Vista/XP/2000

Processor: 2Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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i never expected a ♥♥♥♥ing hentai game to be so good. i never found myself bored playing this. the core gameplay is pretty
simple, you have to fight monsters to advance and the monsters drop loot that you can use to make better armor and weapons.
you could breeze through the game fast, as all you have to do to beat the game is fight monsters and befriend those in the
hunters guild, but theres a lot more that you can do. all of the character interactions are entertaining (and there are a lot), it feels
satisfying to get better armor and weapons from all of the resources you gathered, it has a good story, and a lot more. the game
does get easy once you get good gear, but that doesnt really take away much from the game. overall, this is a great game if you
enjoy anime and rpgs. if you dont want hentai, just play the game without downloading the mature content pack and you can
still enjoy the game.. I'm afraid that, considering how short it is, and the lack of a proper ending, I cannot recommend it
considering the price. It's simply not worth the amount of money spent.. a great short game. looking forward for their future
releases.
expecting, more branch routes. Romantic happy sex and prolly a longer game for their next release

would be happy if her sex parameters has other uses not just fill them up to unlock passive skills.. i had to made another steam
account to play this game. Wonderfully perverted.. i had to made another steam account to play this game
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Holy WOW is this game not very good. It's INCREDIBLY easy. I literally one shot bosses without even trying. The point of the
game seems to be that if your "lust meter" goes above 100, you go beast mode and start getting \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed
by things, but it seems like literally nothing but input from the player would cause this, so, unless you're INTENTIONALLY
trying to lose, you're never going to see that.

The game has this Monster Hunter Motif, which is pretty cute. Too bad it's nothing like Monster Hunter and is actually really
bad. Some of the maps are even inspired by maps from Monster Hunter Freedom Unite, but the enemy designs are bad and not
anything like that game.

Basically, this game is just really unbalanced. You get way too many healing items, so dying is never an issue, and even if you
do, you don't get \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed or anything, you just get sent back to the base camp. You never have to
"manage" your lust meter because when you die in the field, it just gets reset to 0 at no consequence anyway. The game has no
stakes, there is no chance for failure and because of that, I can't be immersed in it's world at all.

There's no interesting characters, no interesting scenes. The main character even says things like, "Wow, it really sucked when I
was always getting \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed by Monsters and then I was enslaved and all this bad stuff happened!" and it
just makes me wish that the game took place THEN, because at least something interesting would happen.

I can't believe this game has received so many positive reviews and I can't believe I'M the one who has to be a "snob" about this
type of stuff. The art is pretty good but I am so sick of these RPGMaker games getting a pass for having good art and not trying
at all with their gameplay, especially because it would be so easy in my opinion to make sure a LINEAR GAME has balanced
gameplay.

If you want a game where a girl gets beat up and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed, just go play Kunoichi Botan or get the fan
translation of, "The Moral Sword, Asagi". This game is a MASSIVE disappointment. Hopefully one of these publishers gets in
contact with the people who made "The Moral Sword, Asagi" and gets that published instead.. This is good civilization..
Rewriting my review as I had almost enough lube for my onahole.

The art is phenomenal and wonderful. It's not a cheap cash-grab, because steam allows H-Games on steam, but it is honestly a
work of art. I was invested into the story. I wanted to see all the twists and turns of Azel's curse. The ending was amazing despite
giving you a choice between A and B.

I will also say that the game is short, but it is jam packed with degenerate content. Rita would be proud. There are a ton of
options for outfits which will allow you to do little minigames or extra scenes with townsfolk. If you like lolis, they got it. If you
like anal, they got it. If you like oral, they got it. If you like ahegao, they got it. THEY EVEN HAVE LACTATION!

Why are you jerkin' your gerkin' to games like Tomb Raider when you could be raiding Niplheim and raiding Azel's tombs.

Buy the game! The developer is amazing and the publisher is an amazing person who will answer any question that you have.
He'll even take any suggestion for this release and future releases. Thank you, Happy Hand!. I started playing it, didnt expect
much but it is a quality game and i am happy that i bought it.

Pros:
-No hassle with patch
-Has gamepad support
-Decent full screen
-Lot of things have voice acting in it

Cons:
-Minor translation errors, no problem for me
-Battle H-scene censored, it is getting fixed. Got This game well knowing what I was getting into so I'll be brief with this for 
 I'm not really a good reviewer.

This game is actually pretty fun when you get down to the rpg aspects. Not much to say on that classic jrpg feel with
turn based combat but the mechanics exclusive to this game make it really interesting and fun. Makes you at times
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consider what you do so you don't reach the peak of your EP Meter  and
get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665by monsters . The Art Style of the characters is also pretty good  Goro
Scares me still

 Now the fun part the  Mature Content
The H-Scenes are really really good if you're looking
for a game for it's H-Scenes for that lonely night or
just need to bust I highly recommend this game for
you.. The Hscenes are well drawn and well voiced plus the developer has other games with the same artwork. It was
funny and fun and I enjoyed the trip. I would recommend to get this and the price is what you pay for when you want
quality. No machine translations which I fully enjoy.
I would put this game along the lines of Treasure Hunter Claire and Melty's Quest. Those two games are very well done
and this one is right up there with them. Even I dare say Cursed Armor, because while the games like this are short. Its
how well the storyline and everything else falls into place.

So, sucks that it was delayed but it was well worth the wait. I can't wait to see what more this developer puts out.. very
good game with good scene. Better Than Monster Hunter: World.. I love this game! The rpg system and pixels
themselves make a majestic standalone jrpg. Art is a tad weird but I have quickly become a fan. More please!

The game is now out with a 30% off Launch Discount!:
The game is now out!

You are free to make any kind of review for the game you want, but if you could answer any questions in here when
you write the review, it would help me give better service and information to you! For example, I can add support for
other languages if there's a high demand for them!

Of course it all depends on the sales/profits, but I'll do my best to add things if a lot of people request them so make
sure to mention things you would like in reviews, comments or in discussions.

Feel free to ask questions here or you can make a new discussion in the community hub too if you want!

I hope you have fun playing Niplheim's Hunter!. Spinoff DLC for Niplheim's Hunter was banned & other news:
Hello, the publisher, HappyHand here.

I have some good and bad news. The good news is that the developer and I decided to make the DLC free, some people
said the price is fine and some said it's too high or way too high, but we decided to make it free as a thank you for all
the support!

The bad news is that Steam banned the DLC because:

After review, we will not be able to ship your DLC Branded Azel - Lust Brand Prostitute on Steam. While we strive to ship
most titles submitted to us, we found that this title features themes, imagery or descriptions that we won’t distribute.

Regardless of a developer's intentions with their product, we will not distribute content that appears, in our judgment, to
trade in the prurient representation or exploitation of minors.

While every product submitted is unique, if your product features this representation -- even in a subtle way that could be
defined as a "grey area" -- it will be rejected by Steam.

We are not interested in working with partners that dance around the edges of what's legal. For instance, setting your game
in a high-school but declaring your characters are of legal age would fall into that category and be banned.

This app has been banned and cannot be reused.

I sent Steam a support ticket asking why they would ban the game when they told me they would give me feedback and
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guidance about content that they will not allow, hopefully they will reply back soon and I will get the DLC unbanned,
but I'm extremely sorry about this, I thought Steam would at least let me know what's wrong with the game instead of
just banning it without any guidance/discussion. Let's hope this was just a mistake on their part and it will be solved
soon. In case I can't solve the ban in the support ticket, I'll ask if someone could visit Valve HQ to ask what's up or I'll
visit them myself if I have to, but let's hope this will get solved soon.

I do have some other news:

Cards & Achievements are done and I'll release them soon!
I was supposed to release them together with the DLC, but I guess that's not going to happen very soon, so I'll just
release them on their own. I'll make an announcement when they are released.

Chinese translation is nearly done!
It should be ready this week or early next week and I'll make an announcement when it's out!

I will also start hiring translators for other languages very soon!
The reason why the Chinese translation was already started is because the developer wanted it as soon as possible and I
had very limited funds so I couldn't hire other translators until now.

I'll release 4 more games as soon as I can!
I have 4 more upcoming games, I'll post information about them as soon as I have them ready and this DLC situation
is solved.

Sorry about the slow progress, things should speed up now and I'll post more announcements from now on.

Thank you for all the support and I hope you'll get to enjoy the spinoff DLC for Niplheim's hunter soon!. Niplheim's
Hunter will be released on Monday, January 7!:
Steam contacted me and said there has been a misunderstanding on their part and there's no problem with shipping
Niplheim's Hunter on Steam!

I asked if they could explain in detail how this whole thing happened and why it took so long to solve, but right now,
I'm overjoyed that I can finally release Niplheim's Hunter on Steam so the answers can wait!

If it's not too much trouble, please tell all your friends that Niplheim's Hunter is finally coming to Steam!

I want to thank all of you for all the support and advice you gave me and I hope everyone will have fun playing
Niplheim's Hunter next Monday!

Edit: Nothing has been removed and the game is the same build every other store uses after you install the free DLC.

Edit 2: The game will have the 30% off launch discount for one week!

Thank you so much for everything,
HappyHand. No contact from Steam so the game is delayed until further notice.:
Hello, HappyHand here, I have some sad news for everyone.

Steam hasn't given me any response on why the review is taking so long and what the problem with the game is, if there
even is a problem. I tried sending emails to several different Valve employees, asked in Steamworks group, sent a
support ticket and asked if they could just give me an estimate when they are done or if there's anything that I could
say to you guys. I haven't received any response for more than a week from anyone, so sadly, the game is delayed until
further notice for unknown reasons.

I'm extremely sorry about this, but there is nothing else I can do since Steam just won't contact me or even give me
some date or information I could give you so this is all I can say. I waited until now hoping that Steam would at least
give me some kind of confirmation I could give to you, but there's nothing from Steam and, again, I'm extremely sorry
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about delaying the game again and not being able to explain the reason or even the length of the delay to all the fans
and customers waiting for the game and I'm sorry for waiting until now to inform you, I just hoped Steam would give
even some sort of reply. I'm so sorry.

There have been other developers/publishers that had their game delayed too or even banned from Steam. Here is a
video that explains why they were delayed or banned, the video is 10 minutes long, with the first 4 and half being about
Sony's recent censorship issues and the rest is about this exact situation I seem to be in:

https://youtu.be/x3JL6wPuhhE?t=265

So it's possible Steam is just stringing me along, delaying the release because of rogue employee(s) or that someone in
Steam is actually using "We do not allow exploitation/sexualization of children in games that are in Steam" as an
excuse, so Steam is basically exploiting laws/rules set to protect children because of personal agendas and that is
unforgivable.

Like other games in the video, Niplheim's Hunter does not have any children in it and all characters are bunch of the
pixels on the screen representing fiction, but Steam, or some people in steam, might be using the above rule as an
excuse to ban games with eastern/anime style art, which is outright racist towards Japanese developers and a terrible
thing to do towards the hardworking creators that create these games so fans could enjoy them.

Maybe Steam doesn't want eastern/anime styled games in their store, I will respect their decision and publish the game
elsewhere, but there are hardcore games like Meltys Quest and Makina published in Steam and some games, that don't
even any sex are banned, so I don't know what is going on in Steam or what I should do.

I'm sorry for asking this, but if you could spread the above video around and tell more people about this whole
situation in Steam, maybe Valve will check what is going on. Until then, the game is delayed and who knows what
Steam will start banning next, because they won't tell and are extremely inconsistent with the bans and rules they
themselves set.

I'm sorry about the long post and I'm sorry for burdening you by asking to spread the word and most of all, I'm sorry
for not being able to release the game in time and having to delay it again, this time until further notice. The game
might not ever see a Steam release at this rate, but please, to prevent more situations like this, please spread the word.

Thank you for reading and I'm sorry I failed to deliver the game in time.
HappyHand

*Dec 12 edit: The developer and I decided to change the release date to "Earliest possible release: Dec 17, 2018" since
the developer has a hard time believing when I said that the game is stuck in review and Steam won't contact me so the
game's delayed until further review. The "Earliest possible release" said Dec 16 yesterday and it will probably say Dec
18 tomorrow and the date will keep going further away until the review is over. This is just to prove to the developer
that Steam is actually not contacting me and the game is stuck.

I understand where he's coming from since I still can't believe this is happening either, but that's the reason for
changing the date, I will most likely change it again, very sorry about the confusion and this whole situation.. Release
Date, Price and Launch Discount:
Hello, this is HappyHand, the publisher.

Due to Steam review taking a while longer, I will have to delay the release date to 7th of December. If the review isn't
over at that point, I might have to delay it further, but I will do my best so you will be able to play the game as soon as
possible and I apologize for the delay.

The price for the game has been decided and the final price is 19.99$ / 17.50€.

To celebrate the game's launch and as an apology for the delay and price change, I decided to add a 30% off Launch
Discount for the first week of the game!
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I hope you will have fun playing Niplheim's Hunter and I hope you have a nice day!

Best Regards,
HappyHand
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